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About This Game

A platform game so difficult and at the same time, so addictive that you will enjoy having to repeat a levels dozens of times
until complete them, enjoy this platform game with your friends and challenge them.

Features:

You will receive up to 5 new levels each week.

Hours of fun and anger, all at once in a "good" way.

Great for playing with your friends and laughing with them or... of them.
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i love it its really good but i would wait for sale all tho im not complaining.......it performs well and the horns wprk well too. You
can throw ninja stars, what more can you ask for?

11\/10. This is a game all about momentum. It's a shame that, in the first ten minutes, the game seems to do everything it can to
interrupt the momentum, and because of that, learning the controls. Tooltips pop up constantly telling you how to play the game
after you've already started playing.

These interruptions cause a loss of perspective for what the character is doing, meaning you're even more likely to crash after
one pops up, leading you to restart, and then have to go through that same tooltip again, leading to more crashes. The tooltips
would be better if presented after crashing, or in small video tutorials before starting.

It's pretty, it's inexpensive, and it might be fun if the game allowed you to play.. I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs,
but they are not necessary at all costs.. it's fun, it's replayable, it has NG+ and NG++ and more, the jokes are fun, the story is
great, the gameplay is solid, the classes are great, and all of them have their own thing they can do to make missions easier.
. Ok. Its nothing great, you cant even do anything else than watching around. (took me about 2 minutes to figure that out -
controllers are not needed)
The whole experience including this 2 minutes of finding out how to do anything was aout 5 minutes.
I am used to Horror (both movies and games) and yes, i shaked a little bit 2 times. It uses cheap mechanisms, but honestly even
if you expect them, it gets you in VR.

- buy that short experience for that 1Eur
- it shows what is possible within VR and Horrorgames
- dont expect a game or anything like that
- show it to people who experience VR the first time and scare the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of them:D:D. A fun game to play, whether you
are playing alone or with a friend on the PC. Enjoyable cooking sim with a few nice twists. Looking forward to the future
updates that add more content and challenge.
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This route is highly detailed and set in a very beautiful part of Germany. The trains included are also nicely detailed and fun to
drive. Overall, I would recommend this route.. This game is realy scary you should buy it
See the video below
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=oNmmYB5nlb0
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\u064a\u0634\u062a\u0631\u064a\u0647\u0627. Good game, great if you've seen the Bud Spencer & Terence Hill movies.
I hope they will make a follow up on this game with a better combat system (more moves and double team moves) and less of
the talking during the missions. The talking really takes away from the flow of the game in my opinion.

Would recomment if you like fighting games.. Worst Case Z is one of the few games that describes its gameplay experience in
the title . . . the worst case. This game has terrible level design, impossible objectives, unrealistic gameplay elements, bad voice
acting, and more than unfitting cutscenes. A game about radioactive zombies shouldn't have human-spider hybrids and
definitely shouldn't start off with the main character doing a clunky rendition of the outdated (even at release) Gangnam Style.
This horror game tries so hard to be the ultimate campy, off-the-wall horror experience but fails. The quirky jokes aren't
relevent and the quality of its scares are questionable. This game *could* have had potential. In fact, some of the more well-
designed enemies and objects feel out-of-place. Worst Case Z didn't know what it wanted to be and may not have had the
financial binds to do so, which, in this case, IS the worst case.. This game is quite a pleasant combination of reward, panic, risk,
cooperation, and hilarity. While it drains the VR player's energy quite fast, it is nevertheless a really fun game.

The coop element is well done, but not necessary. A lonely player can have the same experience with AI waiters, albeit it is
slightly harder because the AI is not efficient in terms of serving customers. For instance, they would rather take 2 orders, and
wait for both to be finished before serving rather than serving one at a time.

Playing with a friend is lots of fun, and there is lots of shouting and confusion involved.

The whole process of cooking the food is also fun on its own, and can be very frantic if there is just one mistake with an
ingredient.

At some points the game might feel a bit tedious, when things get too complicated.. Before buying the game I ran across some
reviews indicating that this is a 4X strategy game with a high level of complexity. Thats fine for me, after all that is what is
intended to be for serious strategy 4X games.

But complexity needs the appropriate tools, interface and AI to work fine. Unfortunately this game lacks all of theme. Yes it is
complex, but it turns out to become very chaotic in the end.

So you probably get fed up and let everything be managed by the AI. The AI governors will actually do a good job for you and
the only thing left to do is designing ships (which is actually a cool part of the game), building theme into thousands with out any
limitations and penalties and sending theme to massacres under a very aggressive AI which doesn't give you much choices than
to go into meaningless chaotic wars.

Just curious, doesn't a ship have any maintenance expenses? And build by the thousands? It wouldn't be a problem managing
such a large numbers of units, but you don't have the appropriate tools to do that or at least the ones provided are very poor.

Diplomacy is very poor, management of empire also poor and with out any perceptive, interface controllers and functions a bit
strange and difficult to adjust even for experienced strategy gamers. The game also lacks a sense of personality, rather
mediocre.

So finally in the end you have got this enormous in numbers ships and just send theme to battles, one after another,
contentiously... ba ba doom booom... boring... still for some this might be enough and very entertaining.

On the other hand, graphs and layout are quite good, simple and minimal which in my aesthetic (and functionality) perspective
is good. Music is also one of the best encountered in this genre of games, and the concept is fine but just stuck in the level of
intentions.
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